We propose two minimal extensions of Standard Model, both of which can easily accommodate the recent puzzling observations about the excess in R b , the deficit in R c and the discrepancy in the low energy and high energy determinations of α s . Each model requires three additional heavy vectorial fermions in order to resolve the puzzles.
solutions 'vectorial fermionic solutions' to the puzzles. In Ref. [11] , only a vectorial pair of singlet is introduced to reduce the partial width of cc. This could solve the R c puzzle while leaving the R b puzzle only slightly ameliorated. On the other hand, Ref. [10] , a vectorial pair of singlet plus a vectorial pair of triplet are added to resolve both puzzles at the same time at tree level. As a price of solving both problems, Ma's model also reduces the prediction for the total hadronic width Γ had and thus renders a surplus in the observed leptonic branching ratio R l ≡ Γ had /Γ l , which can not be accommodated by assuming a smaller α s . In this paper we propose and analyze two minimal extensions of Standard Model which are nevertheless sufficient to resolve the R b and R c puzzles and simultaneously lower the value of α s extracted from Z decay. In the first minimal extension, only a vectorial triplet of fermions are needed while; while in the second one, one needs a vectorial singlet plus a vectorial doublet of fermions. The first model involves less parameter and therefore has greater predicting power.
We shall start by analyzing the fermion mixing in the general context and then demonstrate that our resulting models are indeed the simplest ones of the class.
In general, the coupling of Z meson with fermions can be written as
where
The coupling only depends on the weak isospin T 3 and electric charge Q of the fermion.
Thus mixing with heavy fermions of different weak isospin T 3 could change the coupling of quarks with Z meson and the Z decay partial width. Take the partial width into bb as an example. Assume that there is a heavy fermion x of charge − 1 3
and it mixes with quark b, as well as d and s. Denote the mixing matrix among left-handed (right-handed) particles as U L (U R ), which transforms mass eigenstates into gauge eigenstates. We shall specify the weak gauge eigenstates by fields with primes, while those without primes are the mass eigenstates.
The coupling between mass eigenstate b L and Z 0 would become
while g b R equals a similar expression with the subscript L replaced by R. Because the mixing matrix U is unitary and quark d, b, s share the same weak isospin T 3 , g b can be written as
The Z partial decay width into bb is proportional to |g
It is different from that in Standard Model. Whether the new fermion will enhance or reduce the partial width depends on its weak isospin T 3 .
Now it is easy to see that we can reduce Γ cc by adding a left-handed singlet of T 3 = 0 that mixes with c L [10, 11] . To increase Γ bb , a
A less obvious way is to mix b R , which is of T 3 = 0, with a heavy right handed doublet of
Next we shall show two minimal extensions of Standard Model in which vectorial fermions with the above properties are introduced to resolve both the R b and R c puzzles simultaneously. These are the simplest models to accomplish that, with the smallest number of new particles, three species of vectorial fermions in both cases. We consider only adding vectorial fermions since anomalies are cancelled automatically and these fermions could be heavy naturally.
In the first model, only one vectorial triplet is needed. The T 3 = 0 component will reduce Γ cc and the T 3 = −1 component will enhance Γ bb . The triplet Y can be written as
, with a gauge invariant mass term M YȲL Y R . The mixing is induced by Yukawa couplings between the triplet Y R and left-handed quark doublets.
In addition we have the ordinary Yukawa couplings in the Standard Model. 
M d can be written as
withM d a 3 × 3 matrix, which is diagonal here and J is a 3 × 1 column. It is natural to assume that the gauge invariant M Y is much larger than all the other elements of the matrix.
The diagonalization then takes a simple form. The mixing matrix U L (U R ) is the matrix 
K, R, S are respectively a 3×3 matrix, an 1×3 column and a 3×1 row and T a number. The various elements can be solved in the large M Y approximation [12] . In this approximation,
T is equal to one. K equals the unitary matrix that diagonalizesM dM † d , which is just unity matrix in this case. The column R and row S can also be calculated
The mixing of d iL with y 3L , ie.
with
To fit the observed R b , we need
The charge 2 3 quarks will mix with y 2 with the mass matrix
Note that J is identical to the same column in M d . HoweverM u is no longer diagonal in this basis.M uM † u is diagonalized by the KM matrix V KM . Denote the mixing matrix that
In the heavy M Y approximation,
and
The partial width Γ cc is proportional to
It is smaller than the corresponding value when there is no mixing. To fit the data, we need
Note that S ′ is related to S through the KM matrix V KM . There is no separate parameter for the charge 2 3 quarks. The mixing is totally fixed by three parameters ξ 1,2,3 and the heavy fermion mass M Y .
In the second model, we shall introduce a vectorial doublet and a vectorial singlet. The singlet, call it x, has charge 
The coefficients ξ ′ 's need not be the same as the ξ's for the singlet x. Therefore more parameters are involved in the second model. The mass matrix is
Contrary to the previous case, the mixing between 
To fit the data, we need to reduce g c L . We shall not discuss these non-minimal models in details.
In these vectorial fermion models, tree-level flavor-changing-neutral currents (FCNC) will in general arise since quarks mix with fermions of different weak isospin. Next we shall analyze the FCNC constraints, especially from the kaon decays.
Because of GIM mechanism, there will be no FCNC if the heavy vectorial fermions have the same weak isospin T 3 as the quarks they mix with. In the first model, the only component in the neutral current that will generate tree level FCNC in the Kaon decay is − 1 2ȳ
. It will give rise to a FCNC vertex involving mass eigenstates d and s.
Here ξ 
is of the order 0.
Given the d quark mass of about 10 MeV, the constraint is still quite natural. If the vectorial fermion is heavier, the constrain will be even looser. In the second model, there are more parameters involved. The Kaon FCNC constraints will now impose a limit on ξ 1 ξ 2 . But now ξ 2 is no longer fixed by R c fitting, which is related to ξ ′ 2 instead. In our models, the strong coupling constant extracted from R l is different from Standard Model. While Γ bb is enhanced and Γ cc reduced as the experiment indicates, Γ uū , Γ dd and Γ ss change as well. In the first model, the changes in Γ uū and Γ dd are small. Their mixing with Y is determined mainly by ξ 1 , which is constrained by Kaon FCNC limit. However the enhancement in Γ ss is quite sizable. It is dictated by the necessary change in Γ cc to fit R c .
Overall, Γ had without QCD corrections is enhanced. Thus the α s (M Z ) extracted from R l using our first model is smaller than using Standard Model since a smaller α s gives smaller QCD enhancement corrections [15] . Note that R b and R c are insensitive to α s . In our model, the α s (M Z ) calculated from R l is 0.098 ± 0.007 ± 0.005, with the first error coming from the uncertainty in the mixing. It is now consistent with the low energy measurements. In the second model, Γ s is enhanced just like in the first one. Thus the α s extracted from R l will be smaller than 0.125.
In contrast, Ma's model omits the mixing between the heavy fermion and the s quark.
Thus Γ had is reduced since the absolute deviation of R c is larger than that of R b . Extracted from a smaller prediction for R l , the strong coupling constant becomes 0.18 [14] , even higher than the original high value of 0.125. This led Ma in his paper [10] to assign the heavy fermion a relatively small mass M x < 72GeV so as to open a new channel for the Z boson decaying into this heavy fermion. In our models, the α s puzzle is resolved because of the enhancement in R s . Experimentally it may be a challenge to measure this R s effect. If this could be done, it will be the most direct test of our model. 
